Treatment of high grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia by photodynamic therapy using hexylaminolevulinate may be costeffective compared to conisation procedures due to decreased pregnancy-related morbidity.
Standard treatments of high-grade Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) are conisation procedures. Theses methods have proven effectiveness but are associated with an increased risk of subsequent pregnancy complications. Recently, photodynamic therapy (PDT) of CIN using hexylaminolevulinate (HAL) may represent an alternative treatment without the risk of cervical insufficiency or scaring. This study aims to evaluate the economical aspect of CIN treatment including associated pregnancy complications by comparing both methods. We developed model treatment pathways for both conisation procedures and PDT using HAL. Thereafter, we calculated total costs for both treatment pathways including necessary re-treatments or alternative treatments. The estimated impact of conisation-related cervical insufficiency, prematurity, perinatal morbidity and life-long disability were determined. The total additional costs per conisation due to perinatal morbidity were calculated. The total cost of treatment for CIN with a conisation procedure alone was 1,473 €, whereas the PDT procedure alone accounted for 1,386 €, based of assumptions of a 50% re-PDT rate, a 70% response rate and costs of 500 € for the PDT intervention itself. We computed 71, 144 and 545 newborns born prematurely due to conisation procedures <28, between 28 and <32 and between 32 and <37 weeks of gestation, leading to 18, 24 and 65 cases of severe, moderate and mild life-long disability. The attributable additional amount of maternofetal morbidity discounted by 3% for 7 years was 573 € per conisation. The total costs for a conisation therefore added up to 2,046 €, the total costs per treatment with PDT given the above-mentioned assumptions were 1,558 €. For Germany, PDT has the potential to be a cost-effective treatment for high-grade CIN compared to conisation procedure. Most important, the increased perinatal morbidity, perinatal mortality and associated costs after conisation procedures are significant and may be reduced by the implementation of PDT in CIN treatment.